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Abstract 
Ammonia and hydrogen are examples of zero-carbon fuels of high interest for implementation in gas turbine 

technologies. However, large emissions of nitrogen oxides are still a major detrimental for the implementation 

of these technologies. Therefore, various techniques have been presented as potential solutions to mitigate this 

problem. Rich-Quench-Lean systems combined with humidified atmospheres are amongst the most promising 

with the reduction of emissions as a consequence of recombinations of species and lower combustion 

temperatures. However, limited scrutiny exists around the chemical progression of species in systems like 

these whilst being fuelled with ammonia blends. Furthermore, any chemical study currently faces a challenge 

for the selection of a chemical kinetic mechanism due to the great variety of available mechanisms for 

ammonia combustion, each with different characteristics for the resolution of this fuel. Thus, a Chemical 

Reactor Network (CRN) has been developed to numerically assess an industry scale humidified Rich-Quench 

Lean system, utilising five of the most used chemical kinetic models in humidified ammonia combustion 

whilst informing developers of the differences between those selected. The results displayed significant 

differences between the mechanisms as the flame progresses. Sensitivity analyses of [OH] and [NH3] 

displayed similar reactions having opposing effects for these two species at various points of the burner. 

Quantitative Reaction Path Diagrams (QRDP) for NO showed both similarities and differences between the 

mechanisms in terms of paths taken and rates of production.  

Keywords: Gas turbines, ammonia, hydrogen, RQL, chemical kinetic mechanisms.  

1. Introduction 

Ammonia as a fuel was recently included as part of the mix of fuels for the future by the International 

Energy Agency [1], [2]. This step comes as ammonia can be produced both from fossil fuels or most 

renewable sources enabling the recovery of stranded energy [3]. Ammonia has the potential for decar-

bonization of power production at large scale in combination with NOx emissions relatively low and 

combustion products mainly consisting of nitrogen and water. However, one impediment to progress 

on the topic is linked to the nitrogen oxides (NOx) and unburned species like NH3 and hydrogen traces 

when used as a fuel. For example, rich ammonia combustion, known to mitigate NOx emissions [4], 

[5], incurs into unacceptable unburned species. Therefore, to enable the use of ammonia at these scales, 
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it is crucial to employ new concepts that benefit from all the advantages of using this molecule whilst 

raising overall combustion efficiencies and stability.  

Concurrently, the main focus of current analyses has been based on the application of ammonia for 

internal combustion engines[6]–[8], while large power production has just recently gained interest 

across the scientific community [9], [10]. Interestingly, scarce literature exists behind the use of ammo-

nia fuelled gas turbines and their cycle efficiencies, an issue that has permeated as an obstacle for full 

implementation of the concept at large scale deployment. Although new concepts are under scrutiny to 

understand the constraints of ammonia in gas turbines for future large developments [11], [12], research 

is still limited with ample opportunity for improvement. Furthermore, available theoretical studies for 

large scale systems are also limited [13]–[15]. However, implementation of these models still rely on 

ideal concepts that either lack robust health and safety considerations or that fail to achieve greater 

efficiencies for industrial interest, thus requiring further research.  

The use of ammonia fuelled gas turbines systems has been conducted experimentally with pure ammo-

nia  [16], methane-ammonia [11], [17], Coke Oven Gas (COG)-ammonia [18], and ammonia-hydrogen 

[4], [5], [19], showing that optimum operation for low NOx can be achieved over rich combustion 

conditions with equivalence ratio values between 1.05-1.31. Emissions from these experimental cam-

paigns, which still require further improvement, are around 10-100ppm, thus making feasible the use 

of ammonia as a power vector. However, emissions reduction and hydrogen utilization via easy han-

dling chemicals such as ammonia need to be supported by the use of efficient systems. One proposal 

that has been continuously presented in various sources is the use of combustion techniques such as 

Rich-Quench-Lean (RQL) technology [20], [21]. The system, based on multi-staged combustion at dif-

ferent equivalence ratios, permits the reduction of emissions whilst increasing stability in the primary 

combustion zone [22], [23]. The high hydrogen content in the post-combustion of ammonia rich flames, 

observed by many [4], [15], [24], has inclined researchers and developers into the use of the technology 

for ammonia combustion [4], [11]. Therefore, this technique will be evaluated in this work as one of 

the most promising paths for ammonia combustion with low emissions.   

Simultaneously, a way to augment power and efficiency is to employ humidified cycles that enable 

the increase of mass through the system [25]. Humidification has also been employed in systems inte-

grated with steam reforming [26], [27] and at different compressor stages [28], thus showing great 

versatility. Steam injection in a cycle is considered to be an optimal way for the recovery of waste heat 

[29]. In addition, reduction of nitrogen oxide emissions is about 1.7 times more efficient when steam 

injection is applied compared to humidity increase in the inlet air [30], while in the case of the hydro-

gen-based mixtures the inhibiting effect of dilution by steam injection when the nitrogen oxides are 

formed is stronger at high flame temperatures [31]. Therefore, humidified injection technologies have 
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been regarded as a method for decreasing NOx, method also employed by some groups to mitigate 

these emissions in ammonia-based combustion systems [4].   

However, no research exists to show the chemical progression of humidified RQL technologies whilst 

using ammonia-based blends for combustion purposes at industrial representative scales. Being a 

promising solution to the emissions problem, the topic requires a study such as this to determine the 

feasibility of implementing a more comprehensive method of combustion for the use of ammonia by 

recovering as much energy as possible while minimising unwanted emissions from such a chemical.  

2. Methods and Materials  
 

2.1. Numerical Combustion Analysis 

A chemical kinetic modelling tool, CHEMKIN-PRO was utilised to model chemical kinetics of the 

problem in hand. The PREMIX reactor [32]  and the Equilibrium tool [33] were used to calculate the 

laminar flame speed (SL) and adiabatic flame temperature (AFT), respectively. Solutions in this pro-

gram were based on an adaptive grid of 1000 points, with mixture-averaged transport properties and 

trace series approximation. The calculation employed the NH3 reaction mechanisms from Okafor et 

al. [34], comprised of 59 chemical species and 356 reactions. These results were used to model the 

RQL burner in CHEMKIN-PRO environment. 

 

Fig 1. Chemical reaction network 

 

A Chemical Reactor Network (CRN) was also developed, based on representative combustion geom-

etry [35], [36] to model the RQL burner in CHEMKIN-PRO environment, Fig. 1, to numerically de-

termine the species obtained from rich swirling flame followed by after-lean reburn. Mixing zone, 

flame zone, Central Recirculation Zone (CRZ) and Edge Recirculation Zone (ERZ) were modelled by 

individual perfectly stirred reactors (PSR) and the volume and residence time for each PSR were ob-

tained from RANS CFD analysis [37]. The recirculation strength was determined by previous experi-

mental campaigns that employed comparable burners [38], [39] and mass recirculation percentages 

for the PSR network are shown in Fig. 1. The calibration of the model for determination of heat losses 
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in the rich burning zone was achieved in accordance to previous experiments [5], [39], [40]. The Post-

flame zone was modelled by a plug flow reactor (PFR) with one dimensional length of 30 cm. The 

quenching/mixing zone where the products from a rich swirling flame and secondary air, which were 

modelled by a partially stirred reactor (PaSR) and a PFR, respectively. Number of Monte Carlo Sim-

ulation samples (NPAR) for the PaSR was chosen to be 200 as this value provide a reasonable balance 

between accuracy and execution time. Reaction mechanisms from Okafor et al. [34], Glarborg et al. 

[41], Xiao et al. [42], Tian et al. [43] and Otomo et al. [44] were utilised to predict species formation 

through the system. Results from this reactor modelling were used for species sensitivity analysis. For 

this study, the blend that was employed was set to 70-30 (vol%) NH3-H2 under humidified conditions 

at an equivalence ratio (ER) of 1.2. The 70-30 (vol%) ratio of NH3-H2 have demonstrated favourable 

stability and reduced emissions in previous work [4] and shown to exhibit comparable behaviour to 

fossil fuel based flames [45]. This choice of ER was shown to produce best results for low emission 

values in previous numerical and experimental campaigns [4], [13]. Simulations were performed with 

inlet temperature of 560K and a pressure of 9.67 bar, with a secondary air flow of 3.22 kg/s with 960 

K temperature to produce Turbine Inlet Temperatures ~1400 K [46]. Humidification was achieved 

with steam injection at a 40% fuel/steam ratio. The reference value was obtained from previous nu-

merical studies conducted on a representative, high power (10.4MW) unit [5]. It is emphasized that 

there are no units of this magnitude for experimental validation yet, and these results are presented 

using mechanism, which have been largely validated in other works, for guidance to develop cleaner 

ammonia-based systems.  

3. Results and Discussion  

Combustion results provided theoretical details of the expected species obtained from the combustion 

process of this humidified ammonia-hydrogen blend in a RQL combustion system, Table 1. It is 

emphasized that the use of Rich combustors would deliver low NOx emissions, but with high unburned 

ammonia content. Thus, the use of RQL technology offers a solution to this issue.   

Results show the discrepancy between models, a known fact between modellers that is under research. 

However, it is clear that ammonia fraction in the rich zone is highly senstive to H + O2 ↔ O + OH and 

NH2 + NO ↔ NNH + OH reactions, Fig 7. Fortunately, passed this point and into the lean reburning 

zone, ammonia is completely consumed in agreement with all models. Simultaneolusly, water 

concentration beween cases is relatively stable, with values ranging from 32% to 14% between 

reaction zones. Normalised NOx emissions (which have been normalised to 15% oxygen in 

accordance with British standards [47]) were obtained. Similar to unburned ammonia, nitrogen oxides 

do not conceide between reaction mechanisms. This is a consequence of variation in sensitivity of a 

few reactions, especially NH2 + NO ↔ N2 + H2O; NH2 + NO ↔ NNH + OH and HNO + H ↔ NO + 
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H2.  Interestingly, the temperatures in the rich zone are considerably homegenous, whilst Okafor’s 

mechanism, with the lower unburned ammonia but higher remaining hydrogen, shows the hightest 

temperatures. At the end of the process, ~99.9% of the final products are mainly water, oxygen and 

nitrogen. Xiao’s (based on Mathieu’s mechanism[48]) and Glarborg’s mechanism are fairly consistent 

between these species. 

3.1. Sensitivity Analyses 

From Table 1, Glarborg’s mechanism provides the highest NOX predictions while Otomo’s mechanism 

gives the lowest values for the condition analysed in this study. Predictions from the other three con-

sidered mechanisms are at the same ballpark. Bearing this in mind, sensitivity analyses of the species 

of interest have been carried out with Glarborg, Otomo and Xiao’s mechanisms.  

3.1.1. [OH] Sensitivity Analysis 

The OH radical is one of the most important intermediate species in hydrogen based fuels as they are 

found at large concentrations in the reaction zone, thus playing an important role to oxidise the fuel 

and reduce the ignition delay time [49]. Sensitivity analyses of [OH] have been conducted to identify 

key reactions involved in the production and consumption of OH radicals at four different locations in 

the reactor model: rich flame zone (Fig 2), end point of post-flame zone (Fig 3), beginning of lean 

burn zone (Fig 5) and the end point of lean burn zone (Fig 6). 

The reaction H + O2 ↔ O + OH has the largest negative impact on the production of OH radicals in 

all three mechanisms at the rich flame zone, since all three mechanisms have the same pre-exponential 

factor (A) of 1.0E14 for this reaction. The reactions NH3 + OH ↔ NH2 + H2O, OH + H2 ↔ H + H2O 

and NH2 + NO ↔ NNH + OH also play an active role in the consumption of OH radicals in all three 

mechanisms but at different orders of magnitude. It can be clearly seen that the third body reaction 

NH3 + M ↔ NH2 + H + M has the most positive impact for OH production in Xiao’s mechanism but 

plays the least prominent role in Otomo’s and does not affect [OH] at all in Glarborg’s mechanism. 

Differences between rate constants of some key reactions can severely impact OH formation predic-

tions. For instance, the reaction HNO + H ↔ NO + H2 has a pre-exponential factor A = 6.6E10 in 

Glarborg’s mechanism while in Otomo’s mechanism the value is A = 9.68E11 and Xiao proposed a 

value of A = 4.4E11. This example demonstrates possible differences in [OH] predictions by different 

mechanisms, hereby variable ignition delay projections and varied production of NHx radicals. 



 

Table 1. Results from CHEMKIN-PRO applied to the RQL system 

Mechanism Okafor et al. [34] Glarborg et al. [41] Xiao et al. [42] Tian et al. [43] Otomo et al. [44] 

Location Rich zone 

exhaust 

Lean  

zone ex-

haust 

Rich zone 

exhaust 

Lean 

zone ex-

haust 

Rich zone 

exhaust 

Lean zone 

exhaust 

Rich zone 

exhaust 

Lean zone 

exhaust 

Rich zone 

exhaust 

Lean zone 

exhaust 

Temperature (K) 2169 1696 2172 1493 2169 1492 2170 1492 2169 1491 

NH3 mole fraction 4.25E-06  2.68E-11  5.91E-06 

 

-1.76E-10 

 

5.30E-06 

 

1.10E-09 

 

4.65E-06 

 

6.82E-10 

 

2.54E-06 

 

1.25E-11 

 

H2 mole fraction 0.0499  4.33E-06  0.05 

 

3.77E-07 

 

5.00E-02 

 

3.44E-07 

 

0.0499  2.79E-07 

 

0.049851 

 

3.71E-07 

 

O2 mole fraction 4.03E-06  8.91E-02  4.16E-06  

 

1.22E-01 

 

4.01E-06 

 

1.22E-01 

 

4.03E-06  1.22E-01 

 

4.04E-06 

 

1.22E-01 

 

H2O mole fraction 3.28E-01  1.99E-01  3.28E-01 

 

1.44E-01 

 

3.28E-01 

 

1.44E-01 

 

3.28E-01 

 

1.44E-01 

 

3.28E-01 

 

1.44E-01 

 

OH mole fraction 3.36E-04 2.72E-04 3.40E-04 7.26E-05 3.36E-04 7.03E-05 3.36E-04 6.09E-05 3.37E-04 7.28E-05 

N2 mole fraction 0.621342 0.71173 0.621192 0.733277 0.62130 0.73330 0.62133 0.73331 0.62139 0.73332 

NO mole fraction 2.57E-04 1.37E-04 4.38E-04 1.67E-04 3.12E-04 1.20E-04 2.64E-04 1.01E-04 1.92E-04 7.30E-05 

N2O mole fraction 1.93E-08 4.61E-07 

 

2.59E-08 

 

4.71E-07 

 

2.27E-08 4.97E-07 1.47E-08 

 

6.36E-07 

 

1.59E-08 

 

4.77E-07 

 

NO2 mole fraction 4.62E-09 

 

8.62E-07 8.00E-09 

 

1.98E-06 

 

5.14E-09 1.42E-06 4.74E-09 

 

1.04E-06 

 

3.46E-09 

 

1.14E-06 

 

NO (ppmv) 383 171 651 195 464 140 392 118 285 85 

NOX (ppmv) 383 172 651 198 464 142 392 120 286 87 

NO – 15% O2 

(ppmv) 

109 104 186 

 

175 133 125 112 

 

106 

 

82 

 

76 

 

NOX – 15% O2 

(ppmv) 

109 105 186 

 

178 133 127 112 

 

108 

 

82 

 

78 

 



 

  

 

 

Fig 3 compares normalized sensitivity coefficients of [OH] at the end point of the post flame zone 

by the three selected mechanisms. Contrary to [OH] sensitivity at the flame zone reactor, where OH 

radicals are not consumed as much as they are being produced, the formation of OH is highly 

sensitive to the presence of NO and the remaining fuel contents that lead to NH2 formation. 

Moreover, the reaction N + NO ↔ N2 + O is present in all three mechanisms and has positive 

sensitivity coefficients, thus contributing to OH formation predictions in each of them, mostly in 

Glarborg’s mechanism. As a consequence, Glarborg’s mechanism predicts the highest OH mole 

fraction, as can be seen in Table 1 and Fig 4. Another reaction of interest is NH + OH ↔ HNO + H, 

which plays an important role in OH consumption and NO formation.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4. Comparison of OH mole fractions by different mechanisms at post-flame zone 

 

Fig 5 and 6 compare normalized sensitivities of [OH] at the beginning and the end point of the lean 

burn zone, respectively, with the three mechanisms of interest. Impact of excess oxygen is clearly 

visible in the sensitive reactions responsible for net [OH] at the lean burn zone. The reactions H + 

O2 ↔ O + OH and OH + H2 ↔ H + H2O are the most sensitive reactions at the beginning, while the 

H + O2 (+M) ↔ HO2 (+M) reaction has the largest impact at the endpoint. These reactions 

Fig 2. Computed normalized sensitivity 

coefficients of [OH] on net reaction rates at rich 

flame zone 

Fig 3. Computed normalized sensitivity 

coefficients of [OH] on net reaction rates at the 

end point of post flame zone 
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demonstrate the applicability of lean burning of available hydrogen from the rich zone with excess 

oxygen. Fig 6 also shows nearly nil OH formation at the end point by all the mechanisms as all the 

fuels are nearly burnt out and temperatures in this zone are considerably lower. 

 

 

3.1.2. [NH3] Sensitivity Analysis 

[NH3] sensitivity analyses were also conducted to identify the sensitivity to major reactions 

responsible for overall [NH3] consumption/production in this humidified RQL burner. Fig 7, 8 and 

9 show the normalized sensitivity coefficients of NH3 species at the flame zone, post flame zone and 

lean burn zone, respectively. 

 

Fig 5. Computed normalized sensitivity 

coefficients of [OH] on net reaction rates at the 

beginning of lean burn zone 

Fig 8: Computed normalized sensitivity 

coefficients of [NH3] on net reaction rates at the 

end point of post flame zone 

Fig 7: Computed normalized sensitivity 

coefficients of [NH3] on net reaction rates at rich 

flame zone 

Fig 6. Computed normalized sensitivity 

coefficients of [OH] on net reaction rates at the 

end point of lean burn zone 
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Comparing the sensitivity coefficients of [OH] (Fig. 2) and [NH3] (Fig. 7) at the rich flame zone 

reactor, all the common reactions other than NH3 + OH ↔ NH2 + H2O have opposite effects for the 

overall OH and NH3 concentrations. For example, the reaction H + O2 ↔ O + OH has the highest 

positive sensitivity coefficients for NH3, opposed to the largest negative coefficients for [OH] for all 

the three mechanisms considered here. However, these reactions have more impact on [OH] than 

[NH3], which can be concluded due to lower sensitivity coefficients for NH3 species. NH3 reduced 

to NH2, the first main radical product of ammonia consumption, mainly by reacting with the OH and 

O radicals and some NH2 radicals converts back to NH3 by reacting with H2. Interestingly, NO is 

reduced in the flame front by reacting with the NH2 radicals through the reaction NH2 + NO ↔ 

NNH + OH, reaction that boosts OH radicals. Although relatively small compared to other reactions, 

NH2 + NO ↔ N2 + H2O is still an important contributor for ammonia consumption at the flame 

front. The third body reaction NH3 + M ↔ NH2 + H + M has the largest impact on NH3 consumption 

in Xiao’s mechanism but has very little or no impact in Otomo and Glarborg’s mechanism. 

Fig 8 compares normalized sensitivity coefficients of [NH3] at the end point of post flame zone 

between the three reaction mechanisms. The reaction NH + OH ↔ HNO + H has the highest positive 

sensitivity coefficients in all three mechanisms but by different margins due to the differences in rate 

constant values. Conversely, the reaction NH + NO ↔ N2O + H has the highest impact on NH3 

consumption in Otomo’s mechanism but has lower impact in the other two mechanisms as the 

reaction N + NO ↔ N2 + O has the highest impact within them. Overall, Otomo’s mechanism has 

the lowest positive sensitivity coefficient value and Glarborg has the highest. However, Glarborg 

and Otomo’s mechanisms have similar maximum negative sensitivity coefficient values while Xiao’s 

mechanism has lower sensitivities. As a consequence, Otomo’s mechanism predicts almost half NH3 

concentrations at the end of post flame zone compared to the other two mechanisms, as can be seen 

in Table 1 and Fig 10.   

 Fig 10. Comparison of NH3 mole fractions by 

different mechanisms at post flame zone 
Fig 9. Computed normalized sensitivity 

coefficients of [NH3] on net reaction rates at the 

end point of lean burn zone 
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Contrary to the [OH] sensitivity analysis conducted at the end point of lean burn zone (Fig. 6), the 

reaction H + O2 (+M) ↔ HO2 (+M) has the largest impact on NH3 formation by all the three 

mechanisms (Fig. 9). NH2 reacts with HO2, HONO and HNO to produce small amount of ammonia 

at the end point of lean burn zone. The reactions NH2 + OH ↔ NH + H2O and NH3 + OH ↔ NH2 + 

H2O contribute largely towards any remaining NH3 consumption at the lean burn zone in all the 

mechanisms but by different margins. It must be noted that the reaction NH2 + HNO ↔ NH3 + H2O 

is not included in Xiao’s mechanism, hereby ammonia does not suffer considerable impacts from 

HNO or vice-versa in Xiao’s predictions, Fig 13(c), 14(c), 19(c) and 20(c).  

3.1.3. [NO] Sensitivity Analysis 

NO is by far the most important by-product of NH3 combustion due to its various adverse effects on 

human well-being and the climate change. Detailed [NO] sensitivity analyses have been carried out 

in this part of this study. 

Fig 11 and 13 compare the normalized [NO] sensitivity coefficients and NO formation pathways, 

respectively at the flame zone by the three mechanisms. The major source of NO production at the 

flame zone is from HNO, according to all three mechanisms but by different rates. The reactions 

HNO + H ↔ NO + H2 and HNO + O2 ↔ HO2 + NO are the most prominent pathways of NO 

production from HNO for all three mechanisms. In addition to that, HNO also reacts with NH2 to 

produce substantial NO for Glarborg and Otomo’s mechanism while this reaction is not relevant in 

Xiao’s mechanism. The third body reaction NO+H(+M) ↔ HNO(+M) is responsible for the 

reduction of NO back to HNO. Fig 15 compares the forward/reverse rate of progress from HNO to 

NO for all three mechanisms.  

 
Fig 12. Computed normalized sensitivity 

coefficients of [NO] on net reaction rates at the 

end of post flame zone 

Fig 11. Computed normalized sensitivity 

coefficients of [NO] on net reaction rates at rich 

flame zone 
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Fig 13. Quantitative reaction path diagram showing NO formation pathways at rich flame zone predicted by 

(a) Glarborg’s mechanism, (b) Otomo’s mechanism and (c) Xiao’s mechanism 

Interestingly, NH2 and NH radicals react with NO to produce N2 in Glarborg and Xiao’s mechanism 

but N2 reacts with O, OH and HNO to form NO in Otomo’s reaction mechanism at the flame zone 

reactor. As a consequence, the reaction H + O2 ↔ O + OH has positive sensitivity for [NO] in 

Otomo’s mechanism but displays negative sensitivity for the other two mechanisms. Substantial 

(a) 

(b) (c) 
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amounts of NO are converted to NNH and N2 through the reactions NH2 + NO ↔ NNH + OH and  

NH2 + NO ↔ N2 + H2O, respectively, according to all three mechanisms at flame zone. NO also 

reacts with NH radicals to produce N2O and H radical, as predicted by all three mechanisms and 

comparatively small amounts convert back to NO by reacting with NH2, as suggested by Glarborg 

and Otomo’s mechanism. Glarborg and Xiao also agree on the production of NO2 from NO in the 

flame zone via the reactions NO + HO2 ↔ NO2 + OH and NO + OH ↔ NO2 + H.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 14. Quantitative reaction path diagram showing NO formation pathways at the end point of post flame 

zone predicted by (a) Glarborg’s mechanism, (b) Otomo’s mechanism and (c) Xiao’s mechanism. The 

thickness of arrow is increased by seven orders of magnitude for NO2 → NO. 

(c) 

(a) 

*  

*  

*  *  

thickness of arrow is increased 

by four orders of magnitude 

(b) 
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Fig 15. Forward/reverse rate of progress from HNO to NO at flame zone by Glarborg’s mechanism,  

Otomo’s mechanism and  Xiao’s mechanism. Reverse rate of progress are shown by empty arrows with the 

respective color border line for Glarborg and Otomo. 

Fig 12 and 14 demonstrate the differences in normalized [NO] sensitivity coefficients and NO 

formation pathways, respectively, at the end point of post flame zone by the three mechanisms. The 

main differences between the flame zone and post flame zone in terms of NO pathway is that NO is 

mainly being consumed at the post flame zone rather than being produced, as evidenced in Fig 16. 

At the end point of the post-flame zone, predictions from all three mechanisms agree with each other 

in terms of NO consumptions. NO reacts with NNH and converts to N2 and HNO, while reactions 

with NH, NH2 and H convert the molecule into N2O, NNH and NH, respectively. The reaction NO2 

+ H ↔ NO + OH allows small amount of NO2 to convert back to NO. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 16. Comparison of NOX production by different mechanisms at the post-flame zone. 
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Fig 18. Computed normalized sensitivity 

coefficients of [NO] on net reaction rates at the 

end point of lean burn zone 

Fig 17. Computed normalized sensitivity 

coefficients of [NO] on net reaction rates at the 

beginning of lean burn zone 

Normalized [NO] sensitivity and NO formation pathways at the beginning of lean burn zone are 

compared in Figs. 17 and 19, respectively. Interestingly, NH3 conversion to NH2 is more significant 

in Xiao’s and Glarborg’s mechanisms, compared to Otomo’s mechanism. This is due to the 

differences in unburned NH3 left at the end of post flame zone, Table 1.  Similar to the rich flame 

zone, most of the HNO converts to NO at the beginning of lean burn zone. However, the third body 

reaction NO+H(+M) ↔ HNO(+M) progresses at reverse direction, becoming a major source of NO 

from HNO. The reactions NO2 + H ↔ NO + OH and NO2 + O ↔ NO + O2 convert NO2 to NO while 

the reactions NO + O(+M) ↔ NO2(+M) and NO + HO2 ↔ NO2 + OH convert NO back to NO2. The 

overall balance of reaction rates of these reactions leads NO to convert into NO2 in Glarborg’s 

mechanism, while NO2 converts to NO in Otomo and Xiao’s mechanism, Fig 19. Substantial amount 

of NO converts into HONO according to all three mechanism through the reaction NO + OH(+M) 

↔ HONO(+M). HONO reacts with OH to produce NO2. NO converts to N2O through the forward 

reaction NH + NO ↔ N2O + H in Glarborg and Xiao’s mechanism. However, this reaction operates 

backward along with the reaction N2O + O ↔ 2NO to convert N2O to NO in Otomo’s mechanism. 

 

 

 

 

Figures 18 and 20 compare the normalized sensitivity coefficients of [NO] and NO formation 

pathways, respectively, at the end point of lean burn zone by Glarborg, Otomo and Xiao’s 

mechanism. Most of the reactions at the end point of lean burn zone are related to OH radical and 

excess O2 consumption, as was shown in Fig. 6 earlier. As a consequence, the reaction HO2 + OH 

↔ H2O + O2, operating at both forward and reverse directions has a positive sensitivity coefficient. 

NO converts to HONO through the third body reaction NO + OH(+M) ↔ HONO (+M) and HONO 

converts to NO2 through the reaction HONO + OH ↔ NO2 + H2O, thus have a negative sensitivity 

coefficient in all the  mechanisms, Fig 18. In response, NO2 reacts with OH to produce NO and HO2. 
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Finally, N2O converts to NO and N2 through the reactions N2O + O ↔ 2NO and N2O(+M) ↔ N2 + 

O(+M), respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 19. Quantitative reaction path diagram showing NO formation pathways at the beginning of lean burn 

zone predicted by (a) Glarborg’s mechanism, (b) Otomo’s mechanism and (c) Xiao’s mechanism 
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Fig 20. Quantitative reaction path diagram showing NO formation pathways at the end point of lean burn 

zone predicted by (a) Glarborg’s mechanism, (b) Otomo’s mechanism and (c) Xiao’s mechanism. The 

thickness of arrow is increased by five orders of magnitude for NO2 → NO, NO → HONO, HONO → NO2, 

and N2O → N2. 

 

As observed, the three mechanisms have different approaches to the reaction rates and paths of OH, 

NO and NH3 reaction. Currently, these mechanisms are still being verified across research groups, 

with many claiming different progresses for the understanding of the chemical processes occurring 

in ammonia combustion. However, it is clear that some reactions are crucial for the mitigation of 
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thickness of arrow is increased 

by eight orders of magnitude 
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emission and unburned ammonia. Being in accord between models, HONO, HNO and NO2 are key 

molecules for the formation of NO emissions, whilst NH2 remains an important contributor to its 

consumption. Whilst models agree in these terms, it is clear that the consumption of NH3 is still a 

problem for further research. Meanwhile, OH appears to have good agreement between models, 

although its impact on the consumption of ammonia needs to be improved.  

Furthermore, all these results show how the use of humidified RQL techniques for ammonia-

hydrogen blends can be potentially used for low emissions combustion at ~10MW power. Different 

to a single Rich combustion zone, RQL technology not only offers low NOx ~100 ppm but also 

provides the means to consume all remaining unburned fuels. However, further research is required 

to determine how radicals such as H, N and NH2 can be employed to decrease even further the NOx 

values herein found.  

4. Conclusions 

A numerical analysis was performed in order to inspect the efficiency and potential to implement 

humidified ammonia-based blends in an RQL system. Theoretical combustion results show the 

production of vast amounts of water with minimal traces of emissions across the post-combustion 

process. Pollutant emissions, i.e. NO and N2O, in combination with unburned traces of ammonia, are 

only a minor fraction of the products in the flue gases entering the turbine. Although the 

concentration of these species tends to decrease across the combustor due to their high reactivity at 

high temperatures, it must be emphasized that there is still an issue that needs further development 

in terms of ammonia/hydrogen reactivity, with models that predict different scenarios. The 

importance of species such as HONO, HNO, NH2, OH, N and H require further tuning between 

models to have better agreement. Moreover, radicals might offer a solution to the production of NO 

and further consumption of unburned ammonia, thus mitigating even more the release of unwanted 

emissions from these systems. However, it has been theoretically demonstrated that the use of a 

humidified RQL system fuelled with ammonia-hydrogen can produce flue gases consisting of 

99.97% water, nitrogen and oxygen, with the consumption of most reactive species and NOX 

emissions ~100 ppm at industrial large power generation, concepts that contribute to the transition 

towards a “zero-carbon, ultra-low climate change potential” system.  
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